
 

 

SHAPE UP EACH CORNER OF A SPACE WITH 

21|22 INTERIOR DESIGN TRENDS  

 

As we all know, during the past year, the 

world has changed, so our homes 

acquired a whole new meaning:  

becoming our offices, our hanging spots, 

but above all, our refugees. Our brand 

believes that interior design must provide 

comfort, elegance and sophistication, and 

for this reason, we are aware that different 

home divisions require different 

atmospheres and colours, as a way to be 

in line with the personality of the people 

who live in. 

Similarly to what happened at the 

beginning of 2020 with Interiors With 

Personality – An Intense Way Of Living 

Book, this year BRABBU decided to 

present the 21|22 Interior Design Trends Book to help you to create the home of your 

dreams. This book will be the perfect companion for this new beginning, guiding you through 

the latest décor trends with 12 unique colours: NEUTRAL and EARTHY to represent a feeling 

of comfort; pro tips - so you can apply them flawlessly to your projects; and moodboards with 

product recommendations. 
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TAKE A LOOK AT SOME OF OUR FAVOURITE TRENDS: SANDSTONE, EARTHY AND 

OLIVER  

 
SANDSTONE is a superb option to craft your home décor. 

Sandstone is a set of luscious high-temperature shades, 

which are in essence, lighter and darker variations of tan. 

This palette is perfect for boho-chic interiors, as it creates 

a perfect balance between the relaxed nature of this 

interior style and the enticing feeling this colour scheme 

conveys, ultimately peaking in a highly engaging ambience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Products: NAICCA Suspension Light, IGUAZU Armchair, CAY Side Table, BRYCE II Console, OTTER Sofa 

and KAYAN Mirror by BRABBU and HERON Rug by Rug’Society. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EARTH is a warm palette filled with nature-inspired jewel 

and neutral tones. These colours are perfect for modern 

interiors, as they counteract the sometimes cold and 

unhospitable sensation these interiors can give off. 

Besides, given their low saturation and innate presence in 

the real world, pairing these shades doesn’t present any 

challenge – go ahead and mix and match all of these in one room, or pick and choose as 

colour accents in a neutral setting. 

 

 

 

 

 

Products: HERA Armchair, 

HUANG Sideboard, PADAUNG 

Stool, CAY Wall Light, SEQUOIA II 

Centre Table and HAIKU Mirror by 

BRABBU and KOTTA Rug by 

Rug’Society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Products: HERA Armchair, HUANG Sideboard by BRABBU, 

MERMAID Rug, APOLLO Rug and OCLI Rug by Rug’Society. 

 

 



 

 

OLIVE is a soft and slightly brownish shade of green, 

inspired by the unique tint olives acquire. Due to its subtle 

nature, this colour can serve both as a neutral colour and 

an accent colour, depending on how comfortable you are 

with using it. As such, Olive – ranging from soft pale 

variations to darker, muddier shades – is the perfect colour scheme to play around with if you 

want to dip your toe into colourful interiors but have grown accustomed to monochromatic 

neutrals.  

 

 

 

 

 

Products: GRASBERG 

Firepit by Foogo, COMO 

Armchair, SCUTUM Wall 

Light, DOLMEN Stool, 

BRYCE II Console and 

HAIKU Mirror by BRABBU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Products: NAICCA Suspension 

Light, DALYAN Dining Chair, 

OTTER Single Sofa, MECCA 

Centre Table by BRABBU and 

PLUTO Rug by Rug’Society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SANDSTONE, EARTHY and 

OLIVE, are only three of the twelve trends available on this book, reminding us of everything 

there is to explore in a colour palette with a wide range of products that will fit superbly 

together, providing a more welcoming and charm feeling to all home divisions.   

 

This new Book is what a design lover needs to start this new year, so all you have to do is 

request your copy to get inspired and start your project right away. Request or preview the 

Book here. 
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ABOUT BRABBU 

BRABBU is a design brand that reflects an intense way of living, bringing fierceness, strength 

and power into an urban lifestyle. With a diverse range of furniture, casegoods, upholstery, 

lighting and rugs, and through sensory design, we pass on a unique experience in every 

product we design and produce. With BRABBU you will get more than a design product: you 

will get a diversity of spaces filled with memories and unique sensations in perfect harmony 

with your spaces and your personality. That is why we are the first choice for the most 

remarkable high end residential and hospitality projects around the world. BRABBU is present 

at the world’s most renowned design events with new versatile design products for eclectic 

environments that foresee the next trends. 

GET IN TOUCH! 

General Enquires 

press@brabbu.com  

+351 912 354 698 
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